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1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Company Name

6. First Name

7. Noun

8. Animal

9. Body Part

10. Plant 

11. Noun

12. Noun

13. Noun Plural

14. Animal

15. Noun

16. Noun Plural

17. Noun Plural

18. Noun

19. Noun Plural

20. Verb Base Form Modifying A Noun

21. Person

22. Temperature

23. Noun
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24. Liquid

25. First Name

26. Noun

27. Nickname

28. Liquid

29. Color

30. Adjective

31. Adjective

32. Noun

33. Noun

34. Normal Colored

35. Adjective

36. Exclamation

37. Adjective

38. Shape

39. Adjective



IDIOMS 2

21. In for a penny, in for a Noun

Meaning: That someone is intentionally investing his Noun or money for a particular Noun or

Noun .

Example: When Company Name was booming, First Name was in for a penny and in for a

Noun , that's how much dedicated he was.

22. A animal in the body part is better than two in the plant 

Meaning: An Noun in hand, currently, is better than a Noun in the future, because time never

repeats itself.

Example: The detective apprehended 3 Noun Plural and saw another one running but didn't chase him,

because she knew a animal in one hand is better than two in the bush.

23. Chip off the old Noun

Meaning: A person is similar in behaviour or actions to his Noun Plural .

Example: When grandmother saw her grandson collecting Noun Plural like her son used to do, she knew

he was a Chip off the old Noun .

24. Do unto Noun Plural as you would have them do unto you

Meaning:



verb base form modifying a noun people the same way you want to be treated.

Example: I felt Person was a little temperature today towards that homeless Noun , he

should do unto others as he would have them do unto him, because who knows about time.

25. Don't cry over spilt liquid

Meaning: Don't cry over what has happened as it can not be fixed.

Example: First Name failed his examination but his Noun came and said just one thing, "

Nickname , Don't cry over spilt liquid ."

26. Every cloud has a color lining

Meaning: Bad things one day eventually lead to Adjective things.

Example: See, yesterday you were so Adjective as your Noun was stolen but look at you today,

you got a promotion. Is it rightly said that every Noun has a normal colored lining.

27. Beside yourself with joy

Meaning: To be extremely Adjective .

Example: I can see that you are beside yourself with joy on being selected for the job, exclamation .

28. Fair and Adjective

Meaning:



Being direct or fair.

Example: To tell you fair and shape , I did everything that I was meant to do, but I still feel

Adjective .
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